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1 Motivation 1

In AMIDA project was created technology for classi�cation data from video 2

source or a hardware device (Wiimote) to pre-annotated classes. Using this 3

technology was tested on several applications - detection of dangerous con- 4

duct of person in the metro station, recognizing the gestures of people in 5

video, voice activity detection based on gestures of the speaker and recogni- 6

tion of gestures using equipment Wiimote. Users can on the basis of su�cient 7

quality data source, divided into required classes, create recognizer. The rec- 8

ognizer divides new data into marked classes, or earmarks the abnormal class 9

that his behavior does not meet any indication class. Practically it is possible 10

to use this technology in security systems, or any other applications where 11

is necessary to divide the data source into prede�ned classes of behavior. In 12

this technological package is available the aplication for training and recog- 13

nizing, annotation tool and support for the Wiimote device, including user 14

interface. 15

The trajectories in general describes spatiotemporal activity of objects. 16

The main assumption is, that trajectory itself contain certain interesting 17

information about object behavior. In case of surveillance applications, the 18

observed objects are mostly humans and luggage in mass transit. In our 19

work, we select simple scenes, in which is the behavior of people is easy 20

predictable. In such scene we de�ne trajectory classes, each of them denotes 21

one standard situation. For example the class of people going trhu turn pikes 22

and class of other people. The HMMs are trained on such classes. After 23

that is determined the threshold for each model. The trajectories which 24

not �ts any model are considered to be abnormal. By normalisation and 25

transformation to 3D could be classi�er generalized for any scene containing 26

the same scenario. It is also possible to use velocity and acceleration as 27

features, which denotes better abnormal events that we want to spot. 28

An example of such scene is shown in Figure 1. The object passes thru 29

scene are de�ned as follows. Object enter the scene and passes thru turnpikes. 30

Object enter the scene at left side and leave scene at right without passing 31

the turnpikes. Object enter the scene at right and leave scene at left without 32

passing turn pikes. 33

Another application of trajectory analysis is related to automatic meeting 34

data processing. The information retrival systems are using combination of 35

sources to obtain result e.g. events spotted in trajectories. An example of 36

information retrival system is speaker diarization, where the human activity 37
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Figure 1: Surveillance scenario

is used in detection. We de�ned following classes: Speech supporting gestures 38

(SSG) and non-SSG gestures. The anotation is obtained from unidirection 39

microphone. The progress of gesture and detection of hand position is shown 40

in Figure 2. 41

The last �eld of study is gesture recognition in user interfaces. The trajec- 42

tory of gesture is obtained from accelerometer in wii remote controler device. 43

For gesture recognition from trajectory was evaluate the accuracy of DTW 44

[5] and HMMs [2]. For use in operating system was developed user interface, 45

which allows various scenarios of human computer interaction. [5] 46

2 Features 47

The around described software requires standard desktop pc con�guration 48

with windows or linux. 49
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Figure 2: Example of non-SSG gesture

Figure 3: Wiimote based user interface

3 Credits 50

Contact persons: Pavel Zem£ík, Adam Herout, Jozef Mlích. 51

Developers: Jozef Mlích, Pavel Zem£ík, Petr Chmela°, Vít¥zslav Beran, Leo² 52

Ji°ík, Ond°ej Vrana 53

Authors of this document: Jozef Mlích and Ji°í �evcovic. 54

4 Technical Description 55

In this part, we generaly describes methods, which are important and useful 56

for classi�cation of trajectories. First of them is DTW1. It is an algorithm 57

for measuring similarity between two sequences which di�erent length. For 58

1Dynamic Time Warping
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instance, similarities in walking patterns would be detected, even if in one 59

video the person was walking slowly and if in another he or she were walking 60

more quickly, or even if there were accelerations and decelerations during the 61

course of one observation. 62

The DTW could be described by Equation 1, where all samples m,n of 63

sequences are compared by d(m,n) and acumulated into array of bu�ers 64

g(prev), which de�nes the sum of best distances to re�erence sequence. The 65

distances are modi�ed by weight w(k) of transition. 66

g(m,n) = ∀max
prev

[g(prev) + d(m,n)w(k)] (1)

Next important term is GMM2. It is a probabilistic model for clustering 67

and density estimation using a mixture distribution. According to set of ex- 68

ample trajectories are created models which represent anotated classes. The 69

correspondence of model and sample sequence is given by mixture of multi- 70

variate gaussian functions. The likelihood of mixture is de�ned by Equation 71

2, where ai is weight for gaussian given gaussian function and fYi
(X) is gaus- 72

sian function de�ned by Equation 3. 73

f(x) =
n∑
i=0

aifYi
(X) (2)

The k de�nes the dimension of feature vector x. The Σ and µ is covariance 74

matrix and mean value of gaussian distribution. 75

fY (X) =
1

(2π)k/2|Σ|1/2
e−

1
2

(x−µ)′Σ−1(x−µ) (3)

HMMs3 approach belongs to supervised learning and statistical modelling 76

methods for sequential data. Example of an HMM is shown in Figure 4. The 77

sample model is described as a graph with four internal and two marginal 78

states connected by (oriented) transitions. Moreover, there are six output 79

vectors associated in Figure 4. 80

The trajectory classi�cation is similar to the speech recognition tasks. A 81

trajectory is a continuous quantity, that can be described analytically as the 82

position of the object in time. For common reasons, its discrete representa- 83

tion is used together with its temporal derivations (velocity and acceleration). 84

2Gaussian Mixture Model
3Hidden Markov Models
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Figure 4: Example con�guration of a Hidden Markov Model

Thus, an object trajectory O is a potentially in�nite sequence of state vectors 85

o(t) = [x, y, dx, dy, d
2
x, d

2
y]. 86

The trajectory classi�cation problem can be formulated as to identify 87

the class ci(i = 1..N) to which belongs the trajectory state sequence. The 88

basic formulation of the problem is given by maximization of a conditional 89

probability: 90

i∗ = argmax
i
P (ci|O) = argmax

i

P (O|ci)P (ci)

P (O)
(4)

We use Bayes theorem in (4), because we cannot evaluate P (ci|O) di- 91

rectly. Assuming we know prior probabilities P (ci) and P (O), we are about 92

to compute the likelihood P (O|ci); the probability of the sequence O know- 93

ing the class ci. To compute this, we should have a model M for class ci. 94

The model is a �nite state automaton with K states generating sequence O. 95

There are transition probabilities ak,j between the states. Except �rst and 96

the last state, states are emitting or generating output probability density 97

function bj (o(t)), as illustrated in Figure 4. 98

In the �gure, there is a sample con�guration of A = [ak,j] (k, j = 1..K), 99

the transition matrix, which de�nes the probability of transition to the next 100

state for each combination of HMM states. The corresponding sample HMM 101

sequence or path through the model is X = {1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6}. However, 102

this information is from the view of the trajectory state sequence hidden. 103

The probability of passing an object O through a model M by a way X. is 104
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de�ned by Equation 5. 105

P (O,X|M) = ax(o)x(1)

T∏
t=1

bx(t) (ot) ax(t)x(t+1) (5)

Viterbi algorithm (de�ned by Equation 6) �nds the most probable way 106

through the model. The algorithm is used to evaluate the model by maxi- 107

mizing probability of correspondence with a trajectory class. 108

P ∗ (O|M) = max
{X}

P (O,X|M) (6)

For training the model Mi, corresponding to the trajectory class ci, the 109

Baum-Welch algorithm is used. It is a generalized expectation-maximization 110

algorithm de�ned by Equation 7 that modi�es weights of transitions and 111

statistics of the models. 112

P (O|M) =
∑
{X}

P (O,X|M) (7)

4.1 Implementation 113

The software implementation of technology consist of following general usable 114

packages. First is a set of unix shell scripts for HMM training based on 115

HTK toolkit (http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/). Second the C++ library for online 116

recognition of HMM in streamed feature vector. 117

Next, are included the applications for recognition of Speech Supporting 118

Gestures, more concrete application for tracking of two persons in meeting 119

scenario and gmm classi�er used for recognition. (Visual Studio/C++) 120

The software related to surveillance scenario includes application browser 121

and evaluation scripts. The browser allows to display trajectories in video 122

sequences. The evaluation scripts are based on HMM unix script mentioned 123

above. 124

The software related to Wiimote gesture recognition includes the scripts 125

for evaluation of HMM and DTW accuracy, moreover application for con- 126

nection of user interface control with gesture recognition module. (Windows, 127

cygwin, mingw, unix) 128
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4.2 Extendability 129

The wiimote user interface interaction scenario is easy extendable to any 130

applications with DBUS (eventually DCOP) interface. User can de�ne own 131

gestures and it is possible to prepare set of standart gestures. It is also possi- 132

ble to extend functionality to recognition of combination of gestures. The �ne 133

tunning of user interface accroding to requirements of certain application. 134

The meeting scenario assumes gesture recogntion without device. It is 135

possible to modify the meeting scenario for recognition of complex gestures 136

or combination of static (e.g. symbols shown by hand) and dynamic gestures 137

(e.g. shaking by hand, pawing). Moreover it seems to be natural connecting 138

hand gesture recognition with user interface control. The problem for solving 139

is propper division of gesture trajectory for compound gestures recognition. 140

The surveillance scenario suggest big ammout of objects interactions. The 141

trajectory classi�cation problem is easy to extendable to analysis of these 142

interactions. 143

The accuracy of event recognition in all scenarios with video based data 144

is strongly dependent on tracking. The state of the art tracking techniques 145

could track the objects only in very limited conditions, therefore common 146

sense suggest to improve tracking algorithms for purposes of trajectory anal- 147

ysis. 148

5 Technical parameters 149

• Processor: Intel Pentium 4, 2.8GHz, 2 GB RAM. 150

• Operating system: Windows or Linux 151

(depends on scenario and application) 152

• Memory consumption: 30 MB 153

• CPU Usage: 0.1% to 40% 154

(depends on algorithm and scenario) 155

• accuracy 156

� DTW in wiimote scenario 70 % 157

� GMMs in Speech supporting gestures scenario 62 % 158

� HMMs in suveillance scenario 90 % 159
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� HMMs in wiimote scenario 85 % 160

6 Attachements 161

The package includes following attachments: 162

• Experimental software 163

• Demonstration videos 164

• Publications related to technology 165

The data (software, videos and papers) are organized according to relation 166

with the publication describing the technology. 167

The technology describes follwing scenarios (and related technologies): 168

• Survaillance scenario (HMMs) 169

• Speech supporting gestures scenario (GMMs) 170

• Wiimote based user interface scenario (HMMs and DTW) 171
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